Conjunction Exercises With Answers
combining sentences with subordinating conjunctions - answers--combining sentences with
subordinating conjunctions when you write, your writing is more interesting if you can vary sentence
structures. one way to vary sentence ... combine the short sentences by using the subordinating conjunction
provided to create a complex sentence. 1. finish eating your breakfast. coordinating conjunctions exercise
- grammarbank - coordinating conjunctions exercise choose the correct conjunction. 1. i did my best to pass
my english exam yet / so i failed. 2. i will get my car serviced and / for there is something wrong with the
brakes. 3. the suspect went to the airport and / yet tried to use a license that had his brother's identification on
it or / but he got caught. 4. table of contents - freshman writing 1 - [each conjunction is followed by a
noun] • i not only lost the game but also hurt my ankle. [each conjunction is followed by a verb] • professor
jenkins is not only patient, but also stimulating. [each conjunction is followed by an adjective] • hector did not
lose money at the casino but he did not win any either. [each conjunction is ... two types of conjunctions superteacherworksheets - two types of conjunctions a conjunction is a word that joins sentences, phrases,
or words together. a coordinating conjunction joins words that are equally important in a sentence. example:
the pelican ate a fish and flew away. in this example, the pelican did two things that are equally important, but
... answers will vary. using conjunctions - superteacherworksheets - using conjunctions a conjunction is a
word that is used to combine sentences, phrases, or words. writers will often use conjunctions to combine two
short sentences into one longer sentence. the three most common conjunctions are and, but, and or. two short
sentences: c.j. wanted to go skateboarding with his friends. it was raining outside. answers - (1) grammar
practice subordinate conjunctions ... - answers - (1) grammar practice – subordinate conjunctions and
clauses. write a (+) sign next to each sentence that correctly uses and punctuates a subordinate clause. ___ i
am finished with my dinner, although i am still hungry. 1. check your grammar: matching conjunctions check your grammar: matching – conjunctions match the two parts of the sentence and write a – h next to the
number 1 – 8. ... these exercises to check your understanding of ... rewrite as one sentence using the
conjunction given. 1. i don't eat cheese. i don't eat butter. (or) name date correlative conjunctions - date
conjunctions correlative conjunctions are pairs of conjunctions that connect words or using correi,attye
conjunctions words joined examples nouns pronouns verbs adjectives adverbs at the party, jen served @
hnmburgerslul r,ot aog". mom wants to know tr"trre;l uo"e rwill setthe table. danny fot""lyl .r,trr.a llrrt j* i rc,on
the marathon. the house *^" f"itt ".l attractiue@l affordable. multiple choice choose the correct word or
words to ... - multiple choice choose the correct word or words to complete each sentence. 1. bethany didn't
ask for a reason, nor _____ offer one. a. we did c. we didn't b. did we d. didn't we ... complete the sentences
with the correct conjunction from the box. yet so or and 7. terry is an excellent employee, _____ she always has
time to help others. great grammar conjunctions - the described and captioned ... - coordinating
conjunction ex. penguins and seals will play and swim in the freezing water. concrete noun — connects to one
or more of your senses ex. music filled the air. coordinating conjunction — connects words or phrases that do
not depend on each other to make sense ex. you can choose from black olives, onions, green peppers, and
mushrooms. coordinating conjunctions - english for everyone - coordinating conjunctions above is a list
of the coordinating conjunctions. these are used to join two items/clauses of equal importance. “and” (+) and
“nor” (-) are used to show an agreement between items/clauses. ... next, say whether the conjunction is used
to show an agreement, disagreement, or reason. 1. i normally like to run, but ... correlative conjunctions 1 macmillan/mcgraw-hill - correlative conjunctions 1 practice write your answers on the lines and then print
this page. paying attention to the expressions used in the following sentences, fill in the blanks with the words
or, nor, but also, or and. 1. i have both respect _____ admiration for them. 2. it will rain either today _____
tomorrow. 3. 14 unit prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections - 416 unit 14 prepositions,
conjunctions, and interjections prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections exercise 1 identifying prepositions
write each preposition from the following sentences. 1. many famous libraries around the world are tourist
attractions. t he c oor di nati ng c onj uncti on - t he c oor di nati ng c onj uncti on recognize a coordinating
conjunction when you see one. and, but, for, nor, or, so, and yet—these are the seven coordinating
conjunctions. to remember all seven, you might want to learn one of these acronyms: fanboys, yafnobs, or
fonybas. subordinating conjunctions and subordinate clauses - the conjunction because, ... answers and
other potential answers with your tutor. ... subordinating conjunctions and subordinate clauses, spring 2015. 5
of 5 activity 3: correcting punctuation of subordinating conjunctions correct any punctuation errors in the
following sentences. an answer key for this activity is comma exercises - lbcc - comma exercises using
commas to separate a long introductory phrase from the main clause. directions: punctuate the following
sentences with commas. 1. having been told of the test john wondered when he would study. 2.wading into the
cool lake we found relief from the heat. 3 the heat of a summer afternoon our air conditioner stopped.
conjunctions and interjections - ms. rock - conjunctions and interjections short answer questions complete
each sentence with appropriate words or terms. ... phrases, or clauses. conjunction 2. the connecting word
_____ is used when the second independent clause explains the first independent clause in a compound
sentence. ... you can find answers more readily (if/while) you know what ... name: conjunctions test -
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ereading worksheets - name: _____ conjunctions test with cool music... reading level 3 ... directions: read
each sentence. determine which one of your answer choices is being used as a coordinating conjunction. circle
your response. 1. world famous country crossover group the mountain boys were coming to town and leah had
tickets. a) and b) were coordinating conjunctions (fanboys) activity a - coordinating conjunctions
(fanboys) activity a instructions: there is one mistake in each of the following sentences. make the necessary
changes so that each sentence is grammatically correct. 1. mr blackburn had an accident with his car but he
did not grammar snacks: conjunctions: and, or, but, so, because ... - answers to conjunctions: and, or,
but, so, because and although - exercises 1. check your grammar: matching – conjunctions 1. h 2. e 3. d 4. f 5.
g 6. b 7. a 8. c 2. check your grammar: multiple choice - conjunctions 1. i'd love to stay but i have to catch my
bus. 2. his hot chocolate was too hot so he put some cold milk in it. 3. t he subor dinat e c onjuncti on - t he
subor dinat e c onjuncti on recognize a subordinate conjunction when you see one. some sentences are
complexch sentences have two clauses, one main [or independent] and one subordinate [or dependent]. the
essential ingredient in a complex sentence is the subordinate conjunction: exam 1 answers: logic and proof
- indiana university - exam 1 answers: logic and proof september 17, 2012 instructions: please answer each
question completely, and show all of your work. partial credit will be awarded where appropriate. justify all of
your decisions as clearly as possible. the more work you show the easier it will be to assign partial credit.
correlative conjunctions / extra practice - azargrammar - correlative conjunctions / extra practice a. s/v
agreement: circle the correct verb. 1. both sarah and her brother is / are sick today. 2. not only sarah but also
her brother is / are sick today. 3. both my sister and my brothers works / work in the computer industry. 4. not
only listening but also speaking helps / help you learn english. answer key and tips: parallelism, including
correlative ... - parallelism, worksheet 2, 16 exercises 1. my parents considered getting a divorce or they
would obtain a legal separation. answer 1: my parents considered getting a divorce or obtaining a legal
separation. 2. meaghan was excited by the prospect of visiting paris, or that she might attend a family reunion
in italy. con001 conjunctions and linking words - english-grammar con001 conjunctions and linking words
fill in the correct conjunctions and linking words from the list. there may be more than one possibility ! parts
of speech - bkssps - parts of speech diagnostic tests lessons and activities nouns pronouns adjectives verbs
adverbs prepositions ... (conjunction) he wants to buy the house, yet he knows it is too expensive. 22.
(interjection) ... if your answers are correct, you will spell out the words of a quotation ... name:
subordinating conjunctions worksheet in the desert - name: _____ subordinating conjunctions worksheet
in the desert... reading level 1 directions: read each sentence. determine which one of your answer choices is
used as a subordinating conjunction. circle your response. 1. claude could get water from a cactus if he needed
it. a) if b) he c) from d) a 2. name: date: grammar worksheet because and so - name: _____ date:
grammar worksheet because and so positives and negatives complete the sentences below with ‘because’ or
‘so’ cohesion – conjunctions writing i conjunctions - cohesion – conjunctions writing i conjunctions are
words which link two clauses in one sentence. below is a list of conjunctions, grouped ... note that a
subordinating conjunction introduces a subordinate clause, which must be followed by a main clause. the
following is therefore not a complete sentence:- fill in the blanks with a suitable contrast connector ... exercises on connectors ( contrast) exercise 1 fill in the blanks with a suitable contrast connector ( whereas,
but, although, however, despite, in spite of, on the other hand) 1. _____ andrew was warned of the risks, he
decided to travel alone to south america. 2. maria did not get a promotion _____ her qualifications. comma
splice answer key/teaching tips, http://grammar ... - this answer key/tip sheet contains the answer key
and teaching tips for both the primary comma splice worksheet and the supplemental exercise sheet. primary
worksheet 18.1 conjunctions (coordinating and correlative ... - name date 18.1 conjunctions
(coordinating and correlative conjunctions) • practice 1 coordinating conjunctions coordinating conjunctions
connect similar words. they connect two or more nouns, adjectives, or verbs. they can also connect larger
groups of words, such as phrases, or even con002 conjunctions and linking words - english-grammar
con002 conjunctions and linking words fill in the correct conjunctions and linking words from the list. there may
be more than one possibility! lesson 4: paraphrase with conjunctions - lesson 4: paraphrase with
conjunctions suggested answers 3 sentence combination 1: coordinating conjunctions 1. jennifer was good at
science but her sister had trouble with writing. 2. if you’re certain about your choice, please do it now or you
may lose your chance. 3. that movie scares me so i don’t want to watch it. 4. parts of speech - cengage parts of speech pretest ... compare your answers with those at the bottom of the page. the customer and i
critically evaluated information on the company web site. 1. customer a. noun b. pronoun c. verb d. adjective
2. and a. preposition b. conjunction c. adjective d. adverb 3. critically a. adjective b. conjunction c. preposition
d. adverb 4 ... compound sentences - cabrillo college - compound sentences let us now look at how to join
two simple sentences of the same value (independent ... conjunction example: i spent all my savings, so i can’t
go to spain this summer. in the above example, so is the coordinating conjunction. the coordinating
conjunction complex sentences sentence combining four types of ... - complex sentences sentence
combining four types of sentences / compound-complex sentences misplaced modifiers. createbetterwriters 38
grammar standards - unit 2 ... circle the subordinate conjunction. 1. the mailman wouldn’t deliver our mail
after my dog bit him in the leg. independent clause dependent clause 2. because we were all so ... tiered
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sentence combining - tillamook bay community college - tiered sentence combining is tiered in two
ways: (1) the strategies scaffold from using and, but (more common) to or, so (less common) and (2) the
exercises focus on two of three word tiers. the concept of “word tiers” was developed in the late 1980s by
isabel beck, margaret mckeown, and subordinate conjunctions - 7th english language arts - subordinate
conjunctions most of you have had your teachers tell you never to begin a sentence with words like because,
if, and when. this is ... the job or function of a subordinate conjunction is to create a relationship between the
dependent clause and the independent clause. truth functional connectives - umass - answers to
exercises for chapter 2.....57. 28 hardegree, symbolic logic 1. introduction as noted earlier, an argument is
valid or invalid purely in virtue of its form. ... truth-functional connectives 33 [note: in traditional grammar, the
word ‘conjunction’ is used to refer to any two-place statement connective. however, in logic, the word ...
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